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KUWAIT: As part of its strategy aiming at develop-
ing the infrastructure for Digital healthcare and the
enhancement of its services, Health Assurance
Hospitals Company (DHAMAN) announced the sign-
ing of an agreement for its new Electronic Medical
Record system (EMR) with InterSystems,  a creative
data technology provider dedicated to helping cus-
tomers solve the most critical scalability, interoperabil-
ity, and speed problems. 

The agreement was signed during a virtual signing
meeting ceremony by Dr Mohammad Al-Qenai,
DHAMAN Acting CEO and Ali Abi Raad, Country
Manager for the Middle East and India at
InterSystems.  This agreement is part of a holistic
strategy to implement an EMR system (InterSystems
TrakCare) and equip DHAMAN’s healthcare facilities
with the latest technologies and applications to launch
an integrated electronic medical system to meet the
needs of its healthcare network, medical staff and
patients. This agreement is part of a comprehensive
Digital Healthcare transformation strategy of an
advanced digital solution for DHAMAN’s healthcare
network which consists of the EMR, as well as its
infrastructure for the issuance of DHAMAN’s medical
health insurance policy.  In addition, DHAMAN will
deploy the EMR in two phases where the first begins
with the primary healthcare centers located in Hawally,
Farwaniya and Dhajeej areas, while the second occurs
in parallel to consecutively extends to 12 similar cen-
ters and three hospitals spread over the governorates
of Kuwait.

Commenting on this agreement, DHAMAN
Corporate Information Technology Director Eng.

Abdullah Al-Najjar said: “As one of the key projects in
the national development plan (New Kuwait 2035),
DHAMAN’s vision is to contribute to the development
of the healthcare sector in Kuwait in terms of quality,
indicators and services. To reach such objectives,
modern scientific systems with top global practices
and standards are key elements to ensure practical

smart healthcare through digital transformation.”
Al-Najjar noted that since its inception, DHAMAN

has taken proactive steps towards activating electronic
and information systems in its endeavor to build and
sustain a digital healthcare operation that addresses
the and foresees the future trends of the healthcare
industry. Health facilities were equipped, from the

beginning, with technical and logistical requirements
that helped the medical and administrative staff to
implement the vision for a digital healthcare system as
a prelude to receiving the targeted segment of private
sector expatriate employees and their families repre-
senting about two million people who will receive
DHAMAN’s healthcare services.

Al-Najjar added: “This agreement represents an
additional milestone in DHAMAN’s journey in the field
of information technology, which is based on a long-
term outlook for establishing and developing digital
healthcare as DHAMAN’s EMR that allows the
patients to access their files at anytime and anywhere
via multiples electronic channels. It also provides the
medical team with the ability to know and analyze the
health issues of each patient separately”.

Al-Najjar concluded: “DHAMAN’s new system is in
compliance with the standards of the Healthcare
Information and Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) relevant to the application of digital health-
care industry. These are international standards in the
field of information technology to meet the needs of
health enterprises and our goal is to achieve HIMSS
EMRAM Stage 6 on opening, and later reach the high-
est stage, Stage 7”. “It is a particularly exciting time
for the healthcare industry in Kuwait with a focus on
digital transformation and investment in healthcare
being two essential pillars of the new Kuwait 2035
vision. Our partnership with Dhaman will support them
with the needed technology to transform and enhance
the healthcare experience for their patients,” said Ali
Abi Raad, Country Manager for the Middle East and
India at InterSystems. 

DHAMAN signs strategic agreement 
with InterSystems for its new EMR

Digital transformation is a fundamental pillar of DHAMAN’s strategy  

DHAMAN Acting CEO Dr Mohammad Al-Qenai & InterSystems Regional Director Ali Abi Raad during the  signing of the
agreement.

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank has launched its cards cam-
paign, which gives credit & prepaid cardholders the
chance to win 100 percent of their spends as cash-
back when they use their Gulf Bank prepaid or credit
cards locally and internationally.  During the course
of the campaign, which is scheduled to run from
March 1 until April 30, 2021 cardholders who use
their Gulf Bank credit or prepaid cards will automat-
ically be entered into the final draw. For every KD 10
spent locally on a Gulf Bank prepaid or credit card,
customers will receive one entry into the draw. For
every KD 10 spent internationally using a prepaid or
credit card, customers will receive three entries into
the draw. 

Gulf Bank will be announcing 15 lucky winners at
the end of the campaign, each of whom will receive
100 percent of their card spends with a cap of KD
1,000 as their cashback prize. The draw will take place
on May 23, 2021 in the presence of a representative of
the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, and the winners
will be notified by text, phone call, and email.

Gulf Bank is constantly working to offer its cus-
tomers the very best banking products and services,
including the Bank’s latest 100 percent cashback cam-
paign for its prepaid and credit cardholders.
Throughout this campaign, cardholders can enjoy all
the benefits of Gulf Bank’s prepaid and credit cards

while being entered into the draw for the chance to
win the campaign prizes.

Gulf Bank credit cards provide customers with a
variety of travel offers and benefits which include dis-
counts on hotel bookings, flights, and car rentals.
Additionally, Gulf Bank credit card customers can also
take advantage of complimentary airport lounge
access at over 600 airports across the world.
Moreover, Gulf Bank credit cardholders can also
access the Gulf Points program, the fastest rewarding
program in Kuwait that gives cardholders valuable
points to use for free airline travel, hotel accommoda-
tion, and exclusive seasonal travel packages. To further
ease the travel planning process, Gulf Bank credit card
customers can also receive free travel insurance for
themselves and their families, which can be used for
the Schengen Visa application.

As customer experience and satisfaction are the
primary focus of the Bank’s products, a number of
benefits have been added to Gulf Bank’s Prepaid Card
to enhance customer experience. These benefits
include fraud protection with Gulf Bank 3D secure,
online shopping, and instant discounts of up to 20 per-
cent at over 300 renowned restaurants and coffee
shops, and discounts of up to 25 percent at over 150
retail outlets in Kuwait across travel, entertainment,
health, beauty, and lifestyle segments.

Gulf Bank to reward 15 winners with 
100% of their spends as cashback 

Ooredoo honored 
for sponsoring
KuwaitTech 2021 
KUWAIT: Ooredoo Telecom, the first to introduce
innovative digital services in Kuwait, was honored for its
participation at the KuwaitTech Virtual Event (KTE),
Kuwait’s largest virtual expo and summit, and for its
remarkable achievements and great participation in this
prestigious event. During the event, Abdelfatah Samara,
CEO of UCS Group, honored Mijbil Al-Ayoub, Senior
Director, Corporate Communications, Ooredoo Kuwait.
The virtual event gathered tech-enthusiastic, developers
and leading national and international companies from
different sectors and showcased the latest innovations,
information and communications technology (ICT) prod-
ucts and services, high-tech gadgets, consumer electron-
ics and advanced smart technology across all sectors.
The expo also explored the efforts of the government in
order to position the State of Kuwait a leading regional
financial, commercial, cultural and trade hub, which goes
in line with Kuwait vision 2035 “New Kuwait”. 

Mijbil Al-Ayoub, Senior Director, Corporate
Communications, Ooredoo Kuwait, said: “Our spon-
sorship came to confirm our effective role in the
progress and prosperity of Kuwait. We at Ooredoo
Kuwait are always keen on participating in different
activities that contribute to the improvement of the
national economy and support the governmental
efforts in achieving its goals.” 

Mijbil Al-Ayoub receivng the honor

Burgan Bank 
celebrates Mother’s
Day with Jawaherji
Al-Arbash
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced the launch
of a special campaign to celebrate “Mother’s
Day” in partnership with “Jawaherji Al-
Arbash”, in appreciation of the leading role of
mothers in the society and to celebrate this
momentous occasion. Burgan Bank customers
will enjoy 20 percent discount on selected
items from “Jawaherji Al-Arbash”, starting
from 17th of March until Saturday, 20th of
March 2021. 

On this occasion, Dana Al-Nesef, Manager-
Product and Segments in Burgan Bank said:
“Burgan Bank continues to support and
empower mothers and all women’s vital role in
society through various social initiatives as
well as special offers directed at them as a
thank you for their invaluable contributions.”

Established in
1977, with a signifi-
cant focus on the
corporate and finan-
cial institutions sec-
tors, as well as hav-
ing a growing retail,
and private bank
customer base,
Burgan Bank has
majority owned sub-
sidiaries in the
MENAT region sup-
ported by one of the

largest regional branch networks which
include Gulf Bank Algeria - AGB (Algeria),
Bank of Baghdad - BOB (Iraq & Lebanon),
Tunis International Bank - TIB (Tunisia), and
fully owned Burgan Bank - Turkey, (collective-
ly known as the “Burgan Bank Group”).
Furthermore, Burgan Bank has a presence in
the UAE through its corporate office (“Burgan
Financial Services Limited) which had helped
the bank to participate in multiple financing
opportunities in the UAE.

The bank has continuously improved its
performance over the years through an
expanded revenue structure, diversified fund-
ing sources, and a strong capital base. The
adoption of state-of-the-art services and
technology has positioned it as a trendsetter in
the domestic market and within the MENA
region. Burgan Bank’s brand has been created
on a foundation of real values - of trust, com-
mitment, excellence and progression, to
remind us of the high standards to which we
aspire. ‘People come first’ is the foundation on
which its products and services are developed.

The bank also obtained the prestigious
ISO/IEC 27001: 2013 Information Security
Management Systems certificate (ISMS),
ensuring continuous business resilience and in
compliance with regulatory obligations to
support the highest standard of information
and data security. In addition, the bank has
been re-certified with Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) Version
3.2.1 for the 2nd conservative year, enabling
the organizations in the card payment industry
to reduce fraudulent transactions and increase
payment protection for cardholders.

The bank also has to its credit the distinc-
tion of being the only Bank in Kuwait to have
won the JP Morgan Chase Quality Recognition
Award for twelve consecutive years. Burgan
Bank, a subsidiary of KIPCO (Kuwait Projects
Company), is a strongly positioned regional
Bank in the MENA region. 

Dana Al-Nesef

Fed ‘balancing act’
between inflation,
faster growth
WASHINGTON: The Federal Reserve has made it
clear it is too soon to think about pulling back on stim-
ulus for the pandemic-battered economy, but finds
itself stuck between an improving outlook and inflation
fears. The US central bank will wrap up its two-day
policy meeting on Wednesday, where it will likely com-
ment on the accelerations in Covid-19 vaccine cam-
paigns and reopening of businesses, which are fueling
optimism that life in the United States can return to
normal. And into that improving economy comes a
flood of government funds: a $1.9 trillion relief pack-
age President Joe Biden signed last week, and the
remainder of the $900 billion measure approved in
December.

Economists expect that influx of cash to shore up

businesses and boost spending, but markets worry it
will bring with it an upward spiral of prices. Fed Chair
Jerome Powell will have a chance at his post-meeting
news conference to allay those concerns and repeat
his assertion that while prices will rise this year, any
spikes from the depressed levels of 2020 will be tran-
sitory and no reason for the bank to take action. In
fact, the Fed wants prices to rise to some extent, since
they have lagged below its two percent target for
years. The Fed faces “a delicate balancing act,” BNP
Paribas chief economist William De Vijlder said.—AFP

Some businesses 
thrive, others ache 
during pandemic
PARIS: The coronavirus pandemic initially brought
the global economy to a halt but business adjusted,
with the more nimble taking advantage of the move
online while others struggle to find a way forward.
Here are some of the economic winners and losers of
the Covid era so far:

Amazon, online champion 
Lockdowns, curfews and travel restrictions all

seemed to play to the strengths of Amazon, which pio-
neered the transition to online retail. The company
headed by Jeff Bezos, who started out selling books
and losing massive amounts of money, seemed per-
fectly suited to the changed times as bored and anx-
ious consumers confined to their homes stocked up.
The results were stunning-a 40 percent increase in
sales to $387 billion dollars last year.

Food delivery 
The home food delivery business also came of age

as people dined-in instead of out, with restaurants and
bars either restricted or closed completely. Anglo-

Dutch group Just Eat Takeaway saw its revenues soar
54 percent to 2.4 billion euros while British competitor
Deliveroo jumped 64 percent to 4.1 billion pounds.

Entertainment 
What else is there to do if one cannot go out

except slump on the sofa to watch television and play
video games while munching on your latest dine-in
delight? With the cinema out of bounds, the home-
based version took off big time, with Netflix building
an audience of 200 million on an offer of high-class
films and series typified by “The Crown,” the story of
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II. Disney, not to be left
behind, launched its Disney+ service late 2019 and
had 95 million subscribers by early 2021. Among the
game makers, Sony and Microsoft launched new con-
soles and ramped up sales. Families also played more
classic games, with Danish toy brick maker Lego
enjoying a new lease of life in helping keep children-
and adults-amused and busy for long periods of time.
The family-owned business chalked up a 19 percent
rise in net profit to a record 1.3 billion euros last year.

Airlines, tourism ache 
Air transport was probably the worst hit sector,

with thousands of aircraft mothballed worldwide.
Predictions for a return to a semblance of normality
have progressively been put back, with industry
groups now looking to 2023 or even 2024. Legacy flag
carriers such as Air France and Lufthansa chalked up

huge losses-of 7.1 billion euros and 6.7 billion euros
respectively-and required huge state bailouts to keep
them going.

The low-cost operators such as EasyJet and
Ryanair adapted faster than their older peers but
could not escape the impact of the near total collapse
of air travel. Ryanair’s Michael O’Leary lambasted
governments for bailing out the older carriers he
believes do not deserve to be in business and he
insisted the crisis was also an opportunity to finally
restructure the industry. According to the International
Air Travel Association (IATA), airlines lost some $118
billion last year and while there is great hope vaccina-
tion programs will make a difference this year, losses
are still expected at $38 billion.

Oil majors suffer, recover 
With the global economy stalled in the second quar-

ter last year at the height of the first pandemic wave, oil
prices fell off a cliff, even turning negative at one point.
But production cuts, supported by non-OPEC produc-
ers such as Russia, slowly helped steady the market and
prices began to rise on hopes for a strong economic
recovery this year. That was not enough however to
stop the five majors-BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Shell
and Total-from chalking up combined 2020 losses of
$77 billion. Oil prices so far this year have been well
supported, flirting with $70 a barrel in recent trade on
the hope massive stimulus packages, especially in the
US, will support demand. — AFP


